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Breaking Down Barriers in the Context of 
Complex Illness, Uncertainty and Grief

§ Demystifying issues related to illness, dying and grief 

§ Providing compassionate care following the diagnosis 
of a complex illness, through to end of life and into 
bereavement 

§ Promoting access to care within our own practice and 
across communities

§ Resources 
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DEMYSTIFYING ISSUES RELATED TO 
ILLNESS, DYING AND GRIEF 
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Acute care hospitals
focus on short-term episodic 

care and interventions and 
treatments aimed at cure, 

creating an environment where 
death is seen as a failure

or where death is denied

Bloomer, M, et.al. (2013) 
Palliative Medicine
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DID YOU KNOW?
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The 
unpredictable

nature of a terminal illness 
means reversible and 

irreversible events 
and declining 

health are interwoven 
with periods of stability 

patients live with knowing 
that death will come, 

but not knowing 
where or when

Hutchings, D. (2007)              
Palliative & Supportive Care

A Friend’s Story. Robert Pope
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§ the moment we are born;

§ when a fatal condition begins;

§ when a fatal condition is recognized by a physician;

§ when a patient is told of his/her fatal condition;

§ when the patient realizes or accepts the facts;

§ when nothing more can be done to reverse the 
condition or preserve life

Encyclopedia of Death. Kastenbaum (1989)

WHEN DOES DYING BEGIN?
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END-OF-LIFE IS A PROCESS
Bereaved carers’ accounts of the end of life and the role of 
healthcare providers (HCPs) in a ‘good death’:  

§ Much of the literature is focused on death itself, implying a 
single event

§ The experiences of reaching awareness, good communication 
and symptom management implies a process which takes 
place in days, weeks, months and even years before death

§ These processes contribute to the whole end-of-life 
experience and where HCPs can have the greatest impact

Holdsworth, LM. (2015) Palliative Medicine
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Though 

commonalities 

exist, 

responses 

to illness, dying,       

grief and loss 

are unique 

to each 

Individual
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RESPONSES TO ILLNESS, GRIEF & DYING

Based on:

§ Stage in life cycle 

§ Illness history (chronic, recent, advanced)

§ Loss history (deaths, identity, mobility, intimacy)

§ Trauma history

§ Coping style/personality 

§ Cultural values 

§ Spirituality and/or religious affiliation 

§ Presence/absence of support network

§ Additional stressors (caregiving for children/parents, 
financial concerns)
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Grief is                             
a reaction to loss.  

We often confuse it as a 
reaction to death. 

It’s really just a very 
natural reaction to loss…

when we lose any 
significant form of 

attachment. 
It’s the process of 

adjusting.

Dr. Kenneth Doka
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SECONDARY LOSSES



Grief is not a disorder,  
a disease or sign of 

weakness.                     
It is an emotional, 

physical and spiritual 
necessity, the price you 

pay for love.             
The only cure for grief 

is to grieve.

Dr. Earl Grollman
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THE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE OF CARE
The emotional experience of care was rated most 
significant aspect of care contributing to ability cope by 
patients and families. In addition to:

§ Access to practical help

§ Access to specialist knowledge

§ Interprofessional communication

§ Coordination of resources

§ Safe to express positive and negative emotions

§ EOL presents a crisis for the whole family

Sampson (2014) BMJ Supportive & Palliative Care 
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VII Photo. Ed Kashi
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HOSPICE PALLIATIVE CARE
§ is appropriate for any person and/or family living with, 

or at risk of developing, a life-limiting illness due to any
diagnosis, with any prognosis, regardless of age, and at 

any time they have unmet expectations and/or needs, 

and are prepared to accept care;

§ may complement and enhance disease-modifying 

therapy, or it may become the total focus of care;

§ is most effectively delivered by an interdisciplinary team
who are both knowledgeable and skilled in all aspects 

of the caring process related to their discipline.   
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HOSPICE PALLIATIVE CARE
§ treat all active issues and prevent new issues from 

occurring; 

§ address physical, psychological, social, spiritual and 

practical issues, and their associated expectations, 

needs, hopes and fears; 

§ prepare for and manage self-determined life closure 

and the dying process; 

§ cope with loss and grief during the illness and 

bereavement. 
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PROVIDING COMPASSIONATE CARE: 
FOLLOWING DIAGNOSIS OF A COMPLEX 

ILLNESS, THROUGH TO END OF LIFE 
AND INTO BEREAVEMENT 
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Someone needs to 
encourage us not to brush 

aside what we feel.
Not to be ashamed of the 

love and grief that it arouses 
in us.

Not to be afraid of pain.
Someone needs to 

encourage us:
that this soft spot in us could 

be awakened,
and that to do this would 

change our lives.

Pema Chödrön
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Definition:

1. the introduction of 
something new

2. a new idea, 
method or device
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EXPLORING MEANING

“What do you understand about…”
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EXPLORING MEANING 
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EXPLORING MEANING

Wonder?

Worry?

Wish?

“Is there something that you are wondering about?”

“Is there something that you are worried about?” 

“Is there something that you are wishing for?”



WONDER (exploring questions)
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EXPLORING MEANING



WORRY (exploring fears)
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EXPLORING MEANING



WISH (exploring hope)
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EXPLORING MEANING
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EXPLORING MEANING
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The “Hug” as a Therapeutic Intervention
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The “Hug” as a Therapeutic Intervention
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PROMOTING ACCESS TO CARE WITHIN 
OUR OWN PRACTICE AND 
ACROSS COMMUNITIES
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SW & SSW Code of Ethics  
and Standards of Practice

The scope of practice of Social Work (SW) and Social 
Service Work (SSW) includes:

“…the assessment, treatment and evaluation
of individual, interpersonal and societal problems through 
the use of knowledge, skills, interventions and strategies, 

to assist individuals, dyads, families, groups, 
organizations and communities to achieve optimum 

psychosocial and social functioning.”
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“The profession of social work brings a unique perspective to 
end-of-life care that reflects and supports the holistic philosophy of 
HPC. It draws on an ecological approach to problem-solving that 
considers the multi-dimensional impact of individual, family, and 

socio-cultural influences in our daily experiences.                                                 
This approach fits well with the focus of palliative care…”



Essential Competencies
• Advocacy

• Assessment

• Care Planning

• Care Delivery

• Community Capacity Building

• Evaluation

• Decision-Making

• Education and Research

• Information Sharing

• Interdisciplinary Team

• Self-Reflective Practice
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Compassionate 
community initiatives 

and programs 
are essential to promote 

community-capacity 
building, advocacy, 

education and  
information-sharing,  

citizen engagement and 
empowerment  
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COMPASSIONATE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES 
AS A SOLO-PRACTITIONER
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Death Café 
is a 'social franchise’. 

It is a free event, 
creating a safe space 

to normalize conversations 
about living and dying, 

it can be offered anywhere, 
at anytime, 

and is accessible 
to the public 
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COMPASSIONATE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES 
AS PART OF A COLLECTIVE
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§ a collaborative community effort using books with 
themes of death, dying, bereavement and loss to 
spark dialogue amongst citizens with the hope that 
grassroots efforts begin to build the social fabric we all 
will need at end-of-life

§ the project attempts to de-medicalize the experience 
of death & dying and engage the general public, 
community agencies and community activists
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CREATIVE SPACES TO SUPPORT GRIEVING 
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There's nothing 
inherently medical 

about dying. 
It's much larger 
than medicine. 

It's purely human. 
Part of the mission 
is to keep all of this 

couched in humanity.

Dr. BJ Miller
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“The most important questions don't seem to have 
ready answers. But the questions themselves have a 
healing power when they are shared. An answer is an 
invitation to stop thinking about something, to stop 
wondering. Life has no such stopping places, life is a 
process whose every event is connected to the moment 
that just went by. An unanswered question is a fine 
traveling companion. It sharpens your eye for the road.

Remen, RN. (2006). Kitchen Table Wisdom: Stories That Heal
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RESOURCES
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RESOURCES
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elizabeth@cedoughertyconsulting.org

(647) 633 6805

@CEDoughertyMSW

@C.ElizabethDoughertyConsulting

cedoughertyconsulting.org

C. Elizabeth Dougherty B.S.W, M.S.W, R.S.W
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